
Board books  
& Picture books



Hello Baby
Bonjour bébé

Board books & Picture books - From 9 months onwards

Cardboard books with a small handle, materials to 
touch, large flaps to lift, words to name!

Time to play hide and seek with the adorable baby animals: 
what will we discover behind the large flaps to lift?

A series of picture books, with lovely stories and sweet  
illustrations! Toddlers are involved in the reading time: 
they can touch the materials, lift the flaps, search for  
the characters…

• Books that help soothe the little ones before bedtime.
• A nice gift to offer.
• A small handle on the cover to take the book everywhere  

with you!

The Baby Animals
Sonia Baretti
code: 4384722

April 2023

Board book
175 x 215 mm
16 pages
13.95 €
All rights available.

Hidden Hi!
Yi-Hsuan Wu 
code: 4196220

The Farm
Clémentine  
Dérodit 
code: 3735671

Cuddle Time
Elsa Fouquier
(with materials to touch)
Code: 3735425

The Sea
Clémentine Dérodit 
code: 8338933

Time to Sleep,
Little Bunny!
Raphaëlle Michaud 
code: 3735548



Look and Touch
Regarde et touche

Board books & Picture books - From 1 year onwards

Board books with materials to touch to help baby  
discover the world.

Let’s enjoy the little delights of spring and nature’s 
awakening, including a nice little rabbit!

On each double-page spread, children discover cuddly 
and realistic illustrations about little animals, flora in  
the garden, weather and... easter eggs, with materials to 
touch on a large area: soft, rough, shiny or colored.

• An immediate sensory experience: by touching the material 
with their finger, baby discovers different kind of experiences.

• 5 cardboard double-page spreads.
• A high-quality book: large touch areas with various materials.

Author: Kathryn Selbert 

Happy Easter
code: 1343173
February 2023

Board book with materials
190 x 240 mm
10 pages
13.95 €
All rights available.

Merry Christmas!
code: 6727500

Good night!
Code: 8117500



My Mini Photo Book of First Words 
Mon mini imagier des premiers mots

Board books & Picture books - From 2 years onwards

Assist toddlers in learning their first words and enrich 
their vocabulary through this cute 256-page picture book!

A picture book composed of photographs for an easier 
association between the images in the book and their daily 
environment. On each double page, words are presented 
in context for a better assimilation, for a total of 300  
beautifully illustrated words.

• 256 pages to learn the first 300 words.
• Beautiful and realistic photos.
• A practical format for toddlers to handle.
• A little big book for beginners.

Author: Anne Sol

Hard cover
138 x 137 mm
256 pages
9.95 €
code: 4174562
January 2023
All rights available.

My Mini Photo Book 
of Animals 
Code: 5592192



Listen and Find
Écoute et trouve

Board books & Picture books - From 3 years onwards

A seek-and-find sound book to observe the seasons.

Let’s discover the joys and wonders of nature through the 
4 seasons!

For each season: listen to nature sounds in different places 
(the garden for spring, the seaside for summer, the forest 
for fall and the mountain for winter), play with different 
details to find, animal noises to identify.

At the end of the book, look at the metamorphosis of a 
large tree throughout the year.

• 10 sound buttons to awake children’s curiosity listening to nature 
and animals sounds in a wonderful cardboard book.

• Stunning images with a lot of details to admire.
• A successful series beautifully illustrated.

The Seasons
Marie Paruit

code: 7829622
April 2023

Board book with sounds
190 x 240 mm
10 pages
14.95 €
Previous rights sold: Spanish, 
Czech, Slovak.

Music
Marie Paruit 
code: 4196220

The Farm
Kasia Dudziuk 
code: 7864931

The Pirates
Charlotte Ameling
Code: 8530851
June 2023

Animals
Kasia Dudziuk 
code: 5484336

Dinosaurs
Kasia Dudziuk 
code: 7864562



My Little Dino Stories
Mes petites histoires de dinos

Board books & Picture books - From 3 years onwards

Dinosaurs stories for the youngest readers including real 
documentary value!
 
Each dinosaur (a different species in each title) features a 
particular character side (shyness, anger, etc.) and allows 
children to understand how to better deal with these traits, 
while learning some details about these fascinating species. 

• A topic that never goes out of style among children. Everything 
they always wanted to know about these fascinating creatures.

• Centred around one dinosaur, each book describes its particularity 
and its environment, based on scientific facts.

• The little adventures are simple, funny and kind.

Author:  
Stéphane Frattini
Ill. Carlo Beranek

Hardcover
200 x 200 mm
32 pages
9.95 €
Previous rights sold: Spanish,  
Catalan, Chinese simpl.

Diplodocus at the rescue
code: 1907020

Tyrannosaurus shows her fangs
code: 1907266

Eoraptor thinks  
he’s the strongest
code: 1907635

Triceratops doesn’t want  
to share
code: 1907881

Maiasaura becomes a mom
code: 4070927

Parasaurolophus is too loud
code: 4071050

Tyrannosaurus throws 
 a big tantrum 

code: 7554246
February 2023

Velociraptor  
is too slow 
code: 8629395
April 2023

Ankylosaurus is 
too shy  
code: 7554123
April 2023



So Rude!
Mal élevés !

Board books & Picture books - From 3 years onwards

A hilarious book to sensibilise children of good manners!

Let’s look at animals and we will quickly see that they do 
absolutely everything we shouldn’t do: rolling joyfully in 
the mud, sticking fingers up their nose, noisily waking up 
all the neighbours, never brushing their teeth... 

How amusing for our youngest to discover in pictures 
what is forbidden to them! And to appear so well-behaved 
in front of this merry band of rude animals!

• A very funny book with colourful illustrations.
• A lesson in good manners by... bad example!

Author: Justine De Lagausie
Ill. Valéria Petrone

Hardcover
165 x 190 mm
40 pages
11.95 €
code: 7351876 
April 2023 
All rights available.



My First Fairy Tales
Mes premiers contes Larousse

Board books & Picture books - From 4 years onwards

A stunning collection of the most beautiful children’s 
classic tales.

Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, Puss in Boots, The Three 
Little Pigs… For every generation worldwide, these  
timeless tales have been staples of childhood, and stories 
children remember fondly their whole life. 

Famously written by Perrault, Grimm and Andersen, they 
come to life, thanks to beautiful artwork: modern, full of 
warm colors and wonder!

• A precious and highly illustrated album in a large format.
• Classics (original unchanged tales): a safe bet with a large  

audience and a reading time for the entire family.
• A timeless book of magical tales, suitable as a present for  

children of all ages, that they will remember fondly as  
they grow up!

Ill. Colonel Moutarde

Hardcover
220 x 270 mm
128 pages
17.95 €
code: 5509830 
October 2022 
All rights available.



Fiction



Pistachio & Soda
Pistache & Soda

Fiction - My First Heroes - From 5 years onwards

Discover Pistachio, a little mischievous and cute witch.  
Follow her adventures, together with her best friend, 
Soda the frog!

Pistachio is almost a normal little girl – and a witch!  
To get the answers to her questions or to add a little  
fantasy to her first sleepover, she does not hesitate to use 
her magic (even if she is not allowed to do so yet…) and  
to cause funny catastrophes! 

• A visually original world created by Miss Paty for a refreshing 
and funny series of 7 titles, where witchcraft is part of daily life.

• Amazing characters and relationships that help children grow up 
while focusing on a lot of topics of their everyday life!

• Animation rights sold to Cybergroup for an international series.

Author: Paule Battault
Ill. Miss Paty

Hardcover
170 x 210 mm
32 pages
8.95 €
Rights sold: Spanish, Dutch.

The Truth Serum
code: 4890555

The Love Philter
code: 4890678

The Invisibility Potion
code: 5592684

The Powder  
to Advance Time
code: 7642350

The Big-Muscles Ointment
code: 8873718

The Animagic drops
code: 2936413

A Magical Sleepover 
code: 4196466

September 2022



Hubert, mami’s doggy dog
Hubert, chien-chien à sa mémère

Fiction - My First Heroes - From 7 years onwards

Follow the funny investigations of Hubert, a gentle dog 
who discovers that he is also a very talented detective... 
for pets!
 
Hubert is more the type to sit quietly on his dog bed with the 
unbelievable outfits his mistress dresses him in. But a myste-
rious theft disrupts his daily routine, and this is the beginning 
of an improbable but promising career as a detective!

• From mistress to thief, a cast of comic characters, fancifully drawn 
by Amélie Laffaiteur.

• Different reading pleasures, with the mystery of the investigation, 
references to pop-culture and the parody of the detective novel.

Author: Emmanuel Bergounioux
Ill. Amélie Laffaiteur

Hardcover
170 x 210 mm
32 pages
8.95 €
All rights available.

In Search  
of Holidays
code: 7069597
June 2023

Investigating the Trail
code: 5509092
February 2023

In Search  
of the Culprit
Code: 5509215
February 2023

In Search  
of Love 
code: 3568046
May 2023



Lil’ Sherlock
P’tit Sherlock

Fiction - I Read, I Investigate - From 7 years onwards

A series for young readers with games & enigmas to solve!
 
Through these mysterious pages, follow the amazing adven-
tures of Lil’ Sherlock and his friends!

While reading engaging adventures, children will solve each 
of the various types of enigmas the book contains for an  
interactive reading adventure that will suit everybody.

• A fancy fictional genre for first readers to have fun with games and 
interactive investigations (solving the enigmas motivates young 
readers to progress through the book).

• Sherlock Holmes remains one of the most fascinating characters 
for children.

• A successful series that already includes 10 titles... to be continued!

Author:  
Pascal  
Prevot

Ill. Art 
Grootfontein

Integra cover
150 x 190 mm
48 pages
6.95 €
Previous rights sold: Spanish, Catalan, 
Greek, Chinese simpl., Chinese compl.,  
Vietnamese, German, English, Dutch.

The Secret of the Little Chest
code: 5567568

A Ghost at the Fun Fair?
code: 5591822

The Mystery of the Potatoes
code: 5591699

The Case of the Red Fishes
code: 5567199

Skeleton Alert!
code: 1262228

S.O.S. Lost Tooth!
code: 1262351

Mystery In Sea Class
code: 1262474

The Infernal Alarm
code: 1262597

The Mystery Sweetheart
code: 1262720

Christmas in Danger
code: 1262843

The T-Rex Mission 
code: 7554369
February 2023

Scavenger  
Hunt 
code: 7554492
April 2023

Attack  
on the Bivouac 
code: 8173974
May 2023

Panic at the 
Aqua Park
code: 8174097
June 2023



Fatcat & Mr B.
Grosha & Mr B.

Fiction - I Read, I Investigate - From 7 years onwards

A new detective series for young readers, in a delightful 
cartoon atmosphere, including enigmas to solve!
 
Let’s investigate with this new duo of cat detectives (with totally 
opposite methods and characters) to solve the most outlandish 
cases: the sudden disappearance of the city’s monuments, a theft 
of material from the Space Agency or a strange lack of... pizza.

• Funny and exciting stories for young readers with an interactive part 
(solving the enigmas motivates them to progress through the book).

• Real investigations and a world full of humour, between hi-tech  
spying research and police comedy.

Author: Pascal Prevot
Ill. Prisca Le Tandé

Integra cover
150 x 190 mm
48 pages
6.95 €
All rights available.

Thirst of the Owl 
code: 8347922 - May 2023Strange Disappearances

code: 8348168
May 2023

The Ultimate Pizza
Code: 8348291 - May 2023



Miss Agatha
Miss Agatha

Fiction - I Read, I Investigate - From 9 years onwards

A series of novels, freely inspired by Agatha Christie’s life, 
with puzzles included!
 
Through these mysterious pages, follow the amazing adven-
tures of Miss Agatha, travelling all across Europe during the 
Belle Epoque: the Christie family has stop over in Vienna when 
a painting of great value mysteriously disappears... Play a part in 
this investigation, by solving the enigmas throughout the novel!

• A brand-new fictional genre for children to have fun with games  
and interactive investigations: solving the enigmas motivates young 
readers to progress through the book!

• An historical value, with a deep dive into the Belle Epoque and a  
journey all across Europe.

• The young fearless heroine, Miss Agatha, remains one of the most 
fascinating crime writers, with worldwide fame.

Author: Christine Palluy
Ill. Sophie Leullier

Integra cover
150 x 190 mm
128 pages
10.95 €
Previous rights sold: Spanish, Greek.

Mystery in London
code: 4172594

Disappearance in Paris 
code: 4173086

Enigma on the Orient Express 
code: 4173332

Pursuit in Venice
code: 8631117
May 2023

A Strange Ball in Vienna
code: 7565442

March 2023



I Read Classics
Je lis les classiques

Fiction - I Read Classics - From 8 years onwards

Discover the classics through novelization of iconic TV series.
 
A whole generation of children discovered these classics of 
literature by watching animated series in the 80s. Far from 
being forgotten, these anime saw a resurgence of popularity 
recently with their inclusion on streaming platforms.

This collection provides a fun reading time of timeless classics 
for both parents, who remember the anime fondly, and  
children who enjoy the illustrations.

• Classics reimagined and adapted for a young contemporary public.
• Cult images of the legendary Japanese animation studios.
• Very endearing heroes with contemporary values: resilience,  

generosity, benevolence.

Integra cover
150 x 190 mm
96 pages
8.95 €
Previous rights sold: Korean,  
Japanese.

Tom Sawyer 
T. 1: Aunt Polly’s 
Children 
code: 4583033

Heidi
March 2023 

T. 1: Little Girl  
from the  
Mountains
code: 7552769

Little Women
code: 5826105

224 pages
12.90 €

May 2023

A Little Princess
T. 1: At Ms. Mangin’s School
code: 4582664
T. 2: A Kind-Hearted Girl  
code: 4582787
T. 3: A True Miracle  
code: 4582910

T. 2: Holidays  
code: 4583156
T. 3: Injun Joe 
code: 4583279

T. 2: A Wonderful Friendship
code: 7552892 
T. 3: Renewed Happiness
code: 7553015



Documentary books



My First “Tell Me…”!  
Mes premiers «Dis-moi» !

Documentary books - From 4 years onwards

A question-and-answer series for curious little ones.

An original series focusing on more than 60 questions to 
fully explore various themes though 3 forms of questioning: 
major questions on two pages about a central subject, 
shorter questions on a single page to deliver more acces-
sible information and less to read, and playtime questions 
with big illustrated sceneries and knowledge exercises on 
observation, nomination and counting.

• A very enjoyable "book-object" to use 
on any occasion: a hard cover with 
wire’o, a closing flap and elastic band 
which makes the book very attractive 
for a playful reading-time!

• The series allows children to discover 
rich information through an interac-
tive and educative way with a content 
perfectly adapted to their young age 
(a limited number of pages, very illus-
trated texts…).

The Forest
Cécile Jugla

Ill. Monsieur Dupont 
code: 8026075

April 2023

Hard cover with wire’o  
and closing flap 
156 x 210 mm
64 pages
16.95 €
Previous rights sold: Romanian, 
Polish, Portuguese, Slovenian.

Being Born and Growing up
code: 3369681

Dinosaurs
code: 3369927

Baby Animals
code: 3369558

Firemen
code: 3370050

Space
code: 8025214

Knights
code: 8024968

Kindergarden
code: 8025460

The Sea
Sophie de Mullenheim
Ill. Isabelle Jacqué 
Code: 8025706
June 2023



Tell Me about…  
Dis-moi...

Documentary books - From 6 years onwards

A series of 26 titles covering all the main topics on one  
subject, through questions and answers.

Learn about famous people of the past and present, who 
fascinate children: Inventors and explorers, Artists, Athletes 
and those who changed the world!

A perfectly adapted content for young readers focusing on 
questions on a subject that kids are passionate about (to 
which parents do not necessarily have the answers...) and 
some amusing illustrations to under line the explanations!

A series that keeps fascinating both children and adults and 
offers a true reading pleasure while being highly instructive!

• 200 questions to explore 4 themes in a very complete way.
• One illustrator for each of the 4 chapters... and a touch of humour
• A "book-object" very attractive to use: a hard cover with wire’o, a 

closing flap, with elastic band and inserts to separate the  
different chapters.

Tell me about 
the famous people 

Aurore Meyer
Ill. Mauro Mazzari,  

Rebecca Galera,  
Patrick Chenot,  

Laurent Kling   
code: 3185128

Hard cover with wire’o  
and closing flap 
185 x 211 mm
112 pages (+ 4 tab dividers)
15.95 €
Rights sold: Spanish.

My First Scientific 
Experiments 
Valentin Verthé
Ill. Mauro Mazzari,  
Rebecca Galera,  
Patrick Chenot,  
Laurent Kling   
Code: 3185374



The Larousse Book of 500 Why and How
Le Larousse des 500 pourquoi comment

Documentary books - From 6 years onwards

The essential Larousse Encyclopedia, answering 500 
questions about everything around us!

A complete encyclopedia, compiling the most important 
questions (and answers) on 10 topics being part of the world 
surrounding us: Space, Earth, Plants, Animals, The human 
body, The world, Everyday life, History, Arts and Science!

All this information is supplemented by illustrations which 
have great documentary value, while also being funny and 
poetic.

• A highly illustrated book, which answers children’s most frequently 
asked questions.

• Larousse, the historical publisher of the encyclopedia: a guarantee 
of high-quality and rich content.

Author: Christine Palluy 
Ill. Sophie de Mullenheim

Hardcover
235 x 270 mm
112 pages
17.95 €
code: 3749721 
October 2022 
Rights sold: Vietnamese,  
German.



You want to talk about it?
Tu veux qu’on en parle ?

Documentary books - From 6 years onwards

The most important topics of life explained in a compre-
hensive way. 
In a spoken and straightforward style, the narrator addresses 
two children and discusses their questions, serious or funny, 
about love and care. 

By communicating through interaction, this series offer young 
readers means to navigate their emotions; they are encouraged to 
talk about their feelings and express their emotions.

Thanks to its simple tone, but nonetheless serious way of 
dealing with questions this book can easily be adapted to the 
child’s specific needs.

• A series developed as a collection of "tools" which supports parents 
and children to discuss questions about various existential matters 
and start conversations.

• Carine Simonet, a child psychiatrist, has a real talent to address both 
children and parents.

• Anne Guillard’s engaging illustrations allow an immediate identification 
with the characters.

Author: Carine Simonet - Ill. Anne Guillard

Hardcover
170 x 210 mm
32 pages
9.95 €
Previous rights sold: Chinese simpl., 
Romanian.

Friendship
code: 3287442

Self-confidence
code: 3287688

Death
code: 3287811

Childish nonsense
code: 8630256
May 2023

Love
code: 7565565

April 2023



My Little Nature Notebooks  
Mes p’tits carnets Nature

Documentary books - From 6 years onwards

Learn more about the world around us through  
simple and fun notebooks.
 
A series to connect children with the nature that surrounds 
them: 24 identification cards to learn and to recognize 24 
common species… or other elements of our environment, 
such as constellations and planets.

Additional information about each element, funny facts and 
game to learn more: a very attractive way of connecting 
young readers to Nature.

• Each time they see a species (or part of our natural environment)  
"in the wild", the child puts a sticker on his identification card.

• Numerous game pages: colorings, 7 differences, mazes, ... and 
practical activities to teach them how to protect nature.

• Ever-popular topics explored in-depth.

Author: Sandra Lebrun
Ill. Mary Gribouille

Softcover
182 x 232 mm
48 pages
10.95 €
Previous rights sold: Chinese simpl., 
Vietnamese.

I can recognize birds
25 QR codes to listen at bird singings 
code: 1342189

I can recognize trees 
code: 1343665

I can recognize flowers 
code: 1343788

I can recognize bugs 
code: 1343911

I can recognize  
wild animals

code: 8629641
May 2023

I can recognize  
planets and stars
Code: 8630133
June 2023

I can recognize  
the seaside
Code: 8631978
June 2023



Art... for the whole family 
L’Art en famille

Documentary books - Age: 7 to 12

Discover Art in a comprehensive and fascinating way.
 
Through the greatest masterpieces of painting, explained in 
an accessible and evocative style, those series offers young 
readers one of their first encounters with art.

For each painting: a short history of the artwork and the  
artist, a setting with an evocation of its context, a deciphe-
ring of 2 or 3 details or symbols and finally a summary of 
the essential points to remember.

• Author specialized in art history and writing for children.
• More than 50 works reproduced in large format.

Hardcover
200 x 243 mm
128 pages
14.95 €
Previous rights sold: Chinese compl., 
Chinese simpl.

Impressionists  
explained to children
code: 2872142

Pharaohs explained to children
Bénédicte Lhoyer 
code: 2872019

Masterpieces of painting 
explained to children

Sandrine Andrews 
code: 8995148
February 2023



10 Masterpieces of the Louvre Museum
Les 10 chefs-d’œuvre du Louvre 

Documentary books - From 8 years onwards

A series of fine art books on the "top 10" of our artistic 
and cultural heritage explained to children.

An introduction to 10 of the most famous artworks exhibited 
at the Louvre Museum, with large format reproductions of 
high quality, as well as clear and numerous explanations.

Organized with two double pages per masterpiece: on the 
first double page, a presentation (history, description, bio-
graphy) and a large reproduction of the masterpiece with 
landmarks and anecdotes. And to go further with the second 
double page: zooms on details, complementary information 
and a comic strip.

• A lively and dynamic reading for younger ones, presenting the  
masterpieces through different types of information.

• A modernised cover and lay-out for a successful series.

Author: Géraldine Maincent 
Ill. Alain Boyer

Hardcover
260 x 257 mm
48 pages
14.95 €
code: 7554615 
March 2023 
All rights available.



Activity and Game books



My Super Games  
Mes super jeux

Activity and Game books - Age: 4 to 6

Game books to fill up on activities!
 
50 varied games, seek-and-find, mazes, colorings, games  
of differences..., to find all kinds of hidden elements and 
solve mysteries!

• Pages illustrated with humor and fantasy.
• Themes (dragons, nature, dinosaurs, fairy tales...) that children love!
• The ideal game book to slip into your luggage.

Author: Cécile Beaucourt

Softcover stapled
190 x 210 mm
64 pages
7.95 €
All rights available.

Dinosaurs
ill. Monsieur Dupont 
code: 8926617

Tales
ill. Marine Fleury
code: 8926863

Easter
ill. Marine Fleury
code: 8927109

Nature
ill. Isabelle Jacqué
code: 7553507
April 2023

Dragons
ill. Monsieur Dupont  

code: 7553877
February 2023



Mission: Eagle Eye   
Mission Œil de lynx

Activity and Game books - Age: 5 to 8

The game books that challenges your sense of observation!

Let’s go on a fabulous journey to discover our planet Earth 
and space! 

Over 100 games to develop and train observational skills: 
games, 7-differences, intruders, labyrinths, anomalies…

• Various activities to develop logical thinking: sudokus, coded 
messages, logical sequences, puzzles…

• Illustrations full of humor and imagination.

Super Games 
Earth and Sky

Aurore Meyer, Thérèse Bonté
code: 8257253

April 2022

Softcover
205 x 250 mm
120 pages
9.95 €
Previous rights sold: Chinese simpl.

Puzzles and Logic Games
Aurore Meyer
Code: 2061096 

Observation Games
Aurore Meyer, Sandra Lebrun
Laurent Auduoin, Maud Lienard
Code: 1708150 

Enigmas and Investigations
Aurore Meyer, Laurent Kling, 
Thérèse Bonté
Code: 7570939 

Super Games Mythology
Aurore Meyer, Thérèse Bonté
Code 8257007

Super Games 
Monsters And Co.
Aurore Meyer
Code: 8257376



Sherlock Holmes’ Notebook   
Les cahiers d’enquête de Sherlock Holmes

Activity and Game books - Age: 8 to 10

Take part in Sherlock Holmes’ investigation and help 
him solve puzzles through this notebook series!
 
Whether at the fair, the Louvre Museum or on a cruise, 
Sherlock Holmes and his friends always find themselves 
thrown into the investigation of unsolved mysteries…  
Sherlock, Watson and Voyou, the detective dog, are  
counting on you to lead them in their search for clues!

• In addition to the successful Sherlock Holmes’ 10 investigations 
series, in form of a game notebook: an investigation with more  
than 30 puzzles split into 4 chapters, with a clue at the end of each 
part to help solve the mystery.

• A playful and convenient format, perfect to keep children busy  
during holidays, long trips or rainy weekends….

Author: Sandra Lebrun
Ill. Loïc Méhée

Softcover
205 x 250 mm
64 pages
9.95 €
Rights sold: Chinese simpl.,  
Korean, German.

The Hidden Treasure 
of the Marquise
code: 4031291

Panic on the Ferris Wheel
code: 4031537

Who stole the Mona Lisa?
code: 4031414

July 2022



Larousse workshops  
Les ateliers Larousse

Activity and Game books - School-related activity

A new school-related series to make maths as fun  
as child’s play!
 
Designed by experienced school teachers and authors, this 
new series of notebook offers varied, fun and progressive 
exercises to learn, understand and practise maths!

• A very effective step-by-step training, with a lively and colourful 
lay-out.

• Developped by specialists, these books will provide quick  
understanding while being entertaining.

Softcover stapled
168 x 220 mm  
32 pages
4.50 €
All rights available.

I understand fractions
Delphine Urvoy 
From 9 years onwards
code: 8532204
July 2023

I learn to tell the time
Catherine Gauduel

From 6 years onwards
code: 8532450

July 2023



My 100% seasonal gourmet recipes  
Mes recettes gourmandes 100 % de saison

Activity and Game books - From 7 years onwards

A book to cook and experience food all year round, with 
gourmet recipes!
 
Let’s treat ourselves with more than 40 original recipes, 
concocted by a chef with seasonal fruits and vegetables: 
baked tomato, pumpkin skewer, cherry crumble, walnut 
tartlet...

• Accessible and richly illustrated recipes with a touch of originality, 
prepared by a chef.

• This book is part of an eco-responsible approach: knowing the 
fruits and vegetables of each season to cook them at the right time 
of the year! 

• A "book-object" very practical to use: a hard cover with wire’o, a 
closing flap, with elastic band and tab dividers to separate the  
different seasons.

Author: Ilan Waiche
Ill. Mary Gribouille and Adeline Pham

Hard cover with wire’o  
and closing flap 
188 x 212 mm
96 pages (+ 4 tab dividers)
17.95 €
code: 1816074
May 2023 
All rights available.

Larousse 
Junior 
of Cooking
Charlotte Morin 
code: 5251904

Larousse  
Junior 
of Pastry
Louise Druet 
code: 7059066



Super guide…  
Le super guide…

Activity and Game books - Age: 8 to 12

The essential companion for living life as an adventure!
 
An activity guide of outdoor and indoor activities, including 
numerous topics of interest (DIY, information, challenges, 
recipe ideas, games…) for every city and nature dweller!

In this "Super Guide", discover simple and playful tips or-
ganized in various categories: The journey of the taste buds, 
Crazy games, Nature knowledge, Challenges of all kinds, 
DIY, Tests & advice, Incredible young adventurers...

• Numerous illustrations and step-by-step explanations make up for 
both a didactic and playful reading time.

• A wire’o companion, easy to take everywhere, adaptable to all 
kinds of surroundings.

Author: Aurore Meyer
Ill. Myrtille Tournefeuille and Amandine

Hardcover with wire’o
168 x 220 mm  
32 pages
15.95 €
Rights sold: Vietnamese, Italian, 
Portuguese.

Super Guide of today’s  
creative girls
code: 7673719

Super Guide of today’s  
creative boys
code: 1336743

Super Guide  
for a green year
code: 8498491

Super Guide of 
big and small Adventures

code: 1790646
June 2023



Super Quiz –250 question cards box
Super Quiz – 250 cartes questions

Activity and Game books - From 8 years onwards

A 250-question quiz to learn everything there is to know
about captivating subjects!
 
Discover more about 6 themes with each box, thanks to 
varied questions with astonishing answers!

• A funny cube-shaped box that can easily follow you on any  
adventure: the perfect way to broaden your children’s knowledge, 
whether indoors or outdoors!

• A quiz to have fun with either friends or family.
• A very rich content: 250 questions with complete answers on  

various aspects about one main subject.

Box with 250 cards
110 x 110 x 110 mm 
10.90 €
All rights available.

Super Quiz of Superheroes
Aurore Meyer 
code: 3300231

Super Quiz of  
Incredible Animals
Aurore Meyer 
code: 6570045

Super Quiz of Video Games
Mathias Lavorel 
code: 6025767

Super Quiz of Space
Aurore Meyer 
code: 5319987
October 2022



Theodosia  

Activity and Game books - Age: 9 to 12

An Escape Book in the atmosphere of the fantasy and 
adventure TV series!
 
Become a young investigator and helps Theodosia, your 
new brave teen heroine, to decode the riddles in the heart  
of mysterious ancient Egypt. 

• 3 different investigations (10 riddles per each, with clues to collect 
to solve them): distinct scenarios and progressive difficulties. 

• Ancient Egypt and its mysteries, archaeological discoveries in the 
early 20th century, magical phenomena and curses: popular topics 
for young teens.

• A TV series with an identifiable visual aesthetic and a story full of 
investigation, ideal for the game universe.

Hardcover
190 x 185 mm  
80 pages
16.95 €
All rights available.

Theodosia:  
discovering  
ancient Egypt
250 x 300 mm  
64 pages
code: 7827283
March 2023

Theodosia’s escape book
code: 7827037

March 2023


